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Abstract of

NAVAL AIR OPERATIONS WITHIN THE ROLE OF JFACC:

LESSONS LEARNED AND FUTURE ROLES

This paper deals with how naval air operations are integrating as part of the JFACC.

It will analyze naval air operations in the Korean war and the Persian Gulf war as a means

to determine where naval aviation is today. The Navy learned several valuable lessons

during DESERT STORM. The Navy has made great progress toward becoming fully

"joint" with the other services. The question that must be answered is: how does naval

leadership intend to support joint operations, specifically, the JFACC? Can we allow

ourselves to plan for the next conflict based on the last war fought? Military history is full

of examples that must not be repeated.

This paper proposes joint air education training, full integration into the JFACC

staff, accelerating C41 systems to the fleet, and operational training exercises as the way for

tomorrow's joint officer to be ready when called upon.

ii



PREFACE

The author of this paper has participated in several joint and combined military

exercises. Most recently, I was assigned to the USS INDEPENDENCE (CV-62), forward-

based in Yokosuka, Japan. Assigned as the Assistant Strike Operations Officer, I was

directly involved with DESERT STORMWSOUTIHERN WATCH operation in the Persian

Gulf from-May to September 1992. Prior to leaving the ship, I was, again, directly

involved with planning for air operations during TEAM SPIRIT '93. 1 also have had the

painful pleasure of trying to "communicate" via CAFMS and CTAPS. Several assumptions

are based upon those experiences as the Assistant Strike Operations Officer.

ino



NAVAL AIR OPERATIONS WITHIN THE ROLE OF JFACC: LESSONS

LEARNED AND FUTURE ROLES

INTRODUCTION

Saturday, 24 December 1994: The Democratic People's

Republic of Korea (DPRK) invades southward into the Republic of Korea

(ROK) in an attempt to unify the Korean peninsula by force. Despite

increased tensions for the past few months between all parties concerned

and several limited incidents along the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ), United

States and ROK leadership are taken aback and the combined U.S.-ROK

forces north of Seoul are being driven southward.

... Monday, 26 December 1994: Commander, Seventh Fleet,

embarked aboard USS Blue Ridge and enroute to the Sea of Japan, is

directed to make preparations to embark the Combined Force Commander

(CFC) and his Joint Force Air Component Commander (JFACC). Battle

degradation of critical Command, Control, Communications, Computers

and Intelligence (C41) systems have rendered useless the ability to

command and control combined military actions from ashore.

Given this hypothetical scenario, would the Navy be prepared to handle this

situation or other comparable contingencies? Would naval personnel be available, trained

and able to operate as part of. or support embarking, an afloat JFACC staff? Can

shipboard C41 support an afloat JFACC staff? What if the CFC were a ROK military

commander? Would U.S. national and military leadership support or choose not to support

co-locatin8 the ROK CFC and associated ROK personnel in this situation? Each of these

questions raises several issues that current joint doctine, policy and guidance need to

consider before U.S. forces confront them during a time critical situation.

1
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Although air operations in DESERT STORM were undoubtedly successful

overall, the fact remains that more needs to be done to encourage jointness and unity of

effort. Service reluctance to integrate and equipment interoperability problems need to

continue to improve.' Furthermore, planning and training for joint operations and

acquisition programs for equipment modernization need to recognize the uniqueness of the

Gulf war. We should not be lulled into planning the next war based solely upon U.S.

successes of the Gulf war either, because potential enemies will analyze U.S. successes

and failures in an effort to exploit potential weaknesses. In the next conflict involving U.S.

forces, we may not have the advantages of airfields waiting for our aircraft, superior port

facilities waiting for our logistics might or, more importantly, a cooperative enemy that ill

allow us the time to prepare prior to hostilities. If Kim II Sung decides to unify the Korean

peninsula by force, his forces most likely will attempt to overrun U.S.-ROK forces,

destroying the ROK military infrastructure and denying the initiative desired by U.S.

military commanders.

This paper will examine the U.S. Navy's role in support of joint or combined air

operations and how the Navy might better prepare itself to support an afloat JFACC or

command as the JFACC. Chapter II reviews background information concerning joint air

operations and defines command and control relationships. Chapter III compares historical

perspectives of joint air operations during the Korean War and the "Air Campaign"' during

the Persian Gulf War to demonstrate the difference in service doctrine. Chapter IV

examines recent joint exercises designed to test, train, and operate a JFACC afloat and

ashore, and how specific lessons learned and conclusions drawn from these exercises may

aid naval planners.

'Capeuss. House. Aimed Services Comminttee, Defense for a New Era: Lessons of the Peii Gulf
Mk1 report prepared by LAs Aspin and Willianm Dickinson. 102d Cong., 2d seas.. 30 March 1992.
Wshingtson, D.C., U.S. Government •inting Office, 42.

t There is a difference of opinion amnog the services on the use of the word "campaign." Joint Pub 3-0.
Docm for Joint Operatiogs. defines a campaign plan a "a plan for a series of related military operations
aimed to accomplish strategic and operational objectives within a given time and spacm" Joint Pub 1, Mnt
WIhfm of the U.S. Armed Formes fuMhar descibes campaigns as the "integration and hamanization of
operaions on land and sea, undersea, and in the air and space." For the puposes of this paper operations of
theater i are referred to a Air operations instead ef the "Air campaign."
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The question of supporting a ROK CFC and associated personnel raises an

interesting set of circumstances that should be considered since this is a very real possibility

in the near-term future. Currentjoint doctrine briefly discusses integrating liaison

personnel into the JIFACC staff to coordinate, deconflict and assist with airspace and air

operations; however, there is no discussion on incorporating allied command leadership in

the JFACC organization.! Chapter V makes recommendations for designing and training

for future joint and combined exercises that involve establishing a JFACC, and discusses

how combined operations integrating allied command leadership in future events would

impact upon the JFACC.

'Joint Chiefs of Staff, 'Command and Control for Joint Air Opentions; "Joint Pub 3-56.1 Draft
Wasbington, D.C: 30 July i92. 15.
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CHAFPER II

Joint Air Operations Theory and Structure

JFACC Assi go=n

A prima•y concern of the JFC is to achieve unity of effort to accomplish the

strategic and operational goals desired. Unity of effort encompasses "solidarity of purpose,

effort, and command. It directs all energies, assets, and activities, physical and mental,

toward desired ends."' To facilitate coordination of the overall air effort, the JFC has the

authority to assign a JFACC. Joint air operations and command and control of air

operations enables the JFACC to sequence and synchronize efforts of combined air forces

in support of the JFC's concept of operations. The JFACC,

... derives authority from the joint force commander who has the authority to exercise
operational control, assign missions, direct coordination among subordinate
commanders, redirect and organize forces to ensure unity of effort in the
accomplishment of the overall mission. The joint force commander will normally
designate a joint force air component commander. The joint force air component
commander's responsibilities will be assigned by the joint force commander (normally
these would include, but not be limited to, planning, coordination, allocation, and
tasking based on the joint force commander's guidance and authority, and in
coordination with other service component commanders and other assigned or
supporting commanders, the joint force air component commander will recommend to
the joint force commander apportionment of air sorties to various missions or
geographic area.5

This definition of the JFACC emphasizes authority, coordination, responsibility and

tasking. Given this framework, the JFACC will establish a command structure that

defines the overall command and control responsibility for air operations. Consetdaently,

communications planning and C41 systems must be interoperable and standardized, and

4

'John Nl Collins, d Strwem: hnciule and Praftice (Annapolis, Md.: Naval Institute Prhe,
1973), .2

6 Joint Chids of Staff, "Docuuine for Joint OperaticJin," t Pb 3 Washington, D.C.: 9 Sqeamber
1993, GL-9. Approved for inclusion in the net dition of Joint Pub 1-02.
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personnel trained and familiar with systems and procedures.' This a challenging ideal even

among joint service operations, but even more so during combined operations with our

allies.

Ik=
The JFACC can be incorporated into thejoint force organization as a staff

function of the JFC. Circumstances for this arrangement might bt best suited to lesser-scale

operations. A second consideration is the JFACC assigned as arm of Lie JFC, independent

of service component commands. Circumstances for this arrangement may involve unique

missions. Third, and most common, is to assign a service component commander as the

JFACC in addition to his component responsibilities. Finally, the JFACC can be assigned

as an equivalent to and independent of the service components. Circumstances for this

arrangement may be similar to the second consideration encompassing unique mission

requirements.!

Current doctrine suggests the third consideration as the primary method for

assigning a JFACC. Furthermore, current doctrine suggests assignment should be made

based on which service component commander possesses the preponderance of air assets.

But it is critically important that the assigned JFACC have the proper facilities,

communications systems and a properly manned and trained staff.' In most cases, JFACC

assignment should be based on preponderance of air assets. However, assignment of a

JFACC should equally weigh considerations for command and control capabilities based on

location if existing C41 infrastructure and interoperability are deficient at his prinmary

location. Consider, for example, an Air Force component commander, assigned as JFACC,

operating from an afloat command and control ship, USS Blue Ridge (LCC-19), or, vice

versa, a Naval component commander, assigned with preponderance of air assets,

operating from ashore.

* JCS. "Counmnad and Control for Joint Ak Operations." 6.
'Mome A. Wigge. The Joint Force: Air Ioonn ;•MnsMft. Theory and PFrafice (Alexandria.

Va.: Center for Naval Analysis, 1993), 6-8, CRM 92-195.
* JCS, "Commad and Control for Joint Air Operations," 8.
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Command and Control

Regardless of forces and location, the primary concern for the JFACC must be

his ability to clearly and effective!y synchronize the combined air effort and coordinate with

component commanders. Synchronization is the function that ensures that all elements of

the operational force are efficiently employed to maximize the sum of their effects beyond

the sum of their individual capabilities. Synchronization is obtained only through use of

responsive and timely command, control, communications and computer systems.'

"The clear articulation of aims and objectives.., are fundamental prerequisites for

unity of effort"" Unity of effort should not be confused with unity of command.

Command and control functions are elements that make unity of effort possible.

Understanding command relationships between the JFC, JFACC and the service

components are important for balancing the JFACC's use of Air power within the theater of

operations.

The JFACC supports the JFC's concept of operations by managing air assets

through an air tasking process (commonly referred to as the air tasking cycle) which

comprises apportionment, allocation, allotment and tasking of sorties. The air tasking cycle

provides a means of requesting and scheduling air sorties to achieve specific objectives of

the joint force. it is designed to assure optimum distribution of limited assets which must

perform a wide range of missions; and it is a continuous process."

The JFC's apportionment decision is based on recommendations from the

JFACC, Joint Targeting Coordination Board (JTCB)" , and service component

commanders. The JFC's guidance reflects his warfighting objectives and priorities and is

promulgated as such to service component cummanders. Each of the air capable service

"Command ad ControL" Naval War lle Operations Dept.. NWC 3152. 6.

iJoint Chiefs of Staff, "Joint Warf'ae of the U.S. Armed Forces." Joint Pub I Washington. D.C.:
11 November 1991, 22.

"JCS. "Command and Control for Joint Air Operations." 61.

VWigg,3. According to the author the "JICB ensures a balanced employmen ill available air
sm- in accomplishing the JFC's objectives. The JTCB helps balance the use of airp %.. betw-An support
ofjoint fome objectives and direct support of service missions. In practice the JTCB has become the JFC's

agent for enming the ffective application of theater air powec The JFACC ramains the principal
ewtdiw agent for employing that air power." (Emphasis added.)
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components informs the JFC and the JFACC of available direct support and excess sorties.

Sorties are mission events assigned to aLcomplish a specific task. Direct support sorties are

the service component's self-imposed requirements to protect its assets or for interdiction of

targets within the component's Area of Responsibility (AOR). Excess sorties are those

sorties made available to support JFACC overall requirementst'. The JFACC reviews the

service component allocation and with JFC approval prepares to employ available air

assets to accomplish assigned missions. The final step in the air tasking process is to

inform the supporting and supported service commands of tasked mission assignments.

Commands are informed via an Air Tasking Order (ATO) message.

For the most part, the Air Force anod the Navy debate concerning JFACC

doctrine seems to be waning. However, Air Force doctrine argues that the JFACC should

have operational control over theater air to execute overall command of the air. The

definition of operational control (OPCON) provides the commander "... full authority to

organize commands and forces as the commander in operational control considers

necessary to accomplish assigned missions."" Conversely, tactical control (TACON) is the

"detailed and local direction and control of movements or maneuvers necessary to

accomplish missions or tasks assigned."" Several Air Force proponents view the JFACC

as a functional component commander and argue that the JFACC should be allowed

OPCON of all theater air assets to execute the overall air operation." Perhaps, this Air

Force preference for OPCON of air assets developed due to the Air Force component

commaader having dual command of Air Force assets and being assigned as JFACC for

having the preponderance of air assets. The size and complexity of joint air operations in

DESERT STORM and the Navy's insistence on retaining OPCON probably frustrated Air

Force planners' ability to dictate missions, which the Air Force was familiar with from

previous exercises.

"JCS, "Command and Control for Joint Operations:" 10.

"Joint Chiefs of Staff, "Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms," Jo&at
Pub 1-02, Washington. D.C.: 1 December 1989, 262.

Ibid.. 361.SWigge, 14.
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Similarly, some analyses'" of joint air operations argue that naval doctrine

considered the JFACC as a coordinator of air operations and was comparable to the Air

Resource Element Coordinator (AREC) within the Composite Warfare Commander (CWC)

stricture where the component commanders also fulfill the role of warfare commanders.

The JFACC/AREC would be responsible for coordinating air assets to fulfill component

commanders' requests for air missions. Neither the Air Force nor the Navy arguments are

complete'y correct, but it easy to understand the perceived difference of service-specific

theory and opinion.

Assigned as the AssL nt Strike Operations Officer aboard USS Independence

(CV-62), I not only coordinated daily AREC functions within the CWC structure, but

participated in several joint and combined operations and exercises." During several post

DESERT STORM exercises, differing service definitions and understanding of JFACC

roles and mission were observed. Many of the differences were, in part, associated with

poor commru-uication connectivity, limited Navy participation within the JFACC staff and

ingrained service prejudice. Based on my experience, I concur with the observation of the

Deputy Chief of Naval Operations, for Plans, Policy and Operations (DCNO N3/N5) that

the Navy "fully subscribes to the operational concept that the JFACC is a supported

commander," and not a coordinator." However, recent experience "in the Feet"

demonstrates that continuing efforts must be made to understand better the JFACC's role

and that added emphasis should be placed on joint education and training, including joint

and combined exercses.

JFACC Sff Integration-

The establishment of the JFACC organization should be fully integrated and

"Peter P Perla and others, eds., Th1 Naw and the JFACC: Making them Work Tonether (Alexandria,
Va: Center for Naval Analyris, 1993). 20.22, CNR 202. and Wigge. 14

"i The author was assigned to the USS Independence (CV-62) from May 1991 to May 1993.
Operatio nd eercises included: Ulchi Focus Lem '91, Valiant Blitz '91. Desert Storm/Southern Watch,
andTem Spirit "93.

" Deputy Chief of Naval Operations, Plans, Policy and Operations, 3INS, Memorandum to CNA
Reort 202. The Navy and the JFACC: Maidne Them Work Together by Peter P Perla and others. eds..
Undassified. 26 August 1993.
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truly a joint staff with representation in key billets from all components operating in the

theater. Staff billets and personnel should be identified and trained during joint exercises to

insure an effective transition to combat operations." Manning should be predesignated; and

education and training should be emphasized so that personnel filling billets receive the

appropriate training courses and schools to perform their JFACC duties. Moreover, the

JFACC staff/organization operates around the clock or 24 hours a day, thus requiring

personnel not only to plan and prepare for joint air cperations but to monitor events as

watchstanders. Personnel designated or assigned to a JFACC staff need to attend an

approved joint force air operations course prior to participating in joint exercises or

operations.' Joint publications recommend this prerequisite training, although very few

naval officers have actually attended such joint courses.

According to an article by Majors Carpenter and McClain, USAF, the Air

Command and Staff College has developed a new curriculum designed to understand better

campaign planning and the use of joint air operations. The section on air operations sets

"the foundation for mastering operational art in the aerospace domain and for the

exploitation of air power in support of U.S. national objectives. Its goal is to produce

students who can plan and execute an air campaign... Students will be able to develop the

master attack plan and be familiar with the air tasking order process." "

This is exactly the type of education and training needed for personnel filling

JFACC billets. Service commanders need to promote such courses and encourage and

enable the military's best to attend. Moreover, military leadership should be able to combine

key elements of the air campaign curriculum, targeteer's training, and the Navy's Strike

Leader's Attack Tactics School (SLATS) into a streamlined curriculum designed to educate

future warfighters prior t-i assignment to an integrated JFACC staff. The Joint Doctrine Air

Campaign Course (JDACC) is a two week course that teaches the fundamentals of air

operations planning one encounters on the JFACC staff.' Given our hypothetical

' JCS, "Command and Conuil for Joint Air Operations." 10.
"alIbid., 11.

" Mas P. Carpter and Gorge T. MCimn, -Air Command and Staff College Air Campign
Course'" hijgnion. 7, no. 3, (Fall 193): 81.

n Ma'is McCrabb. "Air Campuign Planning." hAi=•..•!aiL 7. no.2. (Summer 1993): 12.
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scenario, will the USS Blue Ridge (LCC- 19) be staffed with qualified personnel educated

and trained to operate as part of an afloat JFACC or will personnel outside the command

have to be tansferred in to man and supportjoint air opeiAtions? In a time critical war,

circumstances probably will not wait for the experts to arrive.

Communications

Experiences and lessons learned from the Gulf War clearly demonstrated the

services' poor communications interoperability. Since then each of the services has sought

to improve existing hardware and to acquire and modernize interoperable systems. The C4

Systems Directorate (M-6), The Joint Staff, recently published its vision and concept for

joint interopembility among the services entitled C41 for the Warrior Today's service goals

are to obtain functional integrated or fused information based on operational requirements.

"The essence of the C41 for the Warrior concept is his capability to respond and coordinate

horizontally and vertical to prosecute effectively and successfully any mission in the

Battlespace."' Communications systems are the means by which command and control of

forces are executed. It is essential that information flowa quickly and freely through the

appropriate channels. Joint operations require service specific communications systems to

be interoperable. Poor connectivity defeats the JFACC's execution of air operations if he is

unable to communicate effectively with the supporting services. Such was the case during

DESERT STORM when sea-based commanders were unable to receive the ATO via the Air

Force developed CAFMS (computer assisted force management system) due to the aircraft

carriers' lack of SHF capability. Additionally hampered by unacceptable transmission

delays over existing communication channels, the carrier-based commanders and their

ainwings relied upon air courier service between Riyadh, Saudi Arabia and the aircraft

carrier to deliver the next day's ATO. From the carrier the ATO was distributed via

helicopter to the remaining ships. Incompatibht.. ommunication systems between the

services often meant the ATO was delivered to the Carrier and Tomahawk Land Attack

Missile (TLAM) capable ships only a few hours prior to tasking for that day.

CAFMS has been replaced by CLAPS (contingency [tactical air command

"4Joist Chiefs of Staff, dC41 for the Warior," 3-6. Wkshington, D.C.: 2.
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system] automated planning system) which provides for a common computer system

architecture adhering tojoint standards. Additionally, command and control ships, aircraft

carriers and amphibious command ships have installed SHIF capabiliies allowing for

CRAPS connectivity. Several additional initiatives have and are being made to upgrade C41

architecture. For instance, over the last year the Navy has "created a sophisticated

command and control system aboard command ships from which a Joint Task For-e (JTF)

commander could direct air strikes, naval maneuvers and even an amphibious landing

during a war or regional crisis. This strategy is designed to support and defend a joint task

force commander at sea, either aboard a command flag ship or an aircraft carrier. That

platform also will be able to support a sea-based command center for creating and

distributing daily air tasking orders for both Navy and Air Force pilots and communicate

instantly with leaders in Washington and at naval shore commands.'

in the case of combined operations with allied nations, "a recognition of

dependence and interdependence also calls for renewed efforts to develop and deploy

interoperable military equipment, particularly command, control, com.,unications and

intelligence (C41) systems. If we work with friends and allies in most future

contingencies, it makes sense to develop in peacetime not only procedures and

understandings, but also the equipment to make that cooperation as smooth as possible."'

This may be especially true for forces operating in Korea, where current command

relationships integrate forces across cultural and language barriers. That -.vas not the case

with the coalition forces during DESERT STORM. Multiple languages and not enough

time to establish well defined command relationships only allowed for deconfliction of the

coalition air forces. Combined military efforts in Korea have been fostered for many

decades. U.S. and ROK forces train and exercise together in combined exercises like

TEAM SPIRIT. ROK Air Force units and U.S. Air Force units share airfields, train

together, and integrated into the Tactical Air Control Center (TACC). Even the daily

training master air plan for ROK-USAF air forces is called the Integrated Tasking Order

T Don Ward, "Et Meets West," NavyIime 10 January 1994.13.
"James Bladiwedi. Mlchsae I. MazwT, and Don M. Snider, The Gulf War. ?jilitary Lesson Learned

(Washington, D.C.: Center for Strategic and Internationl Studies, July 1991), 9.
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(ITO) instead of an ATO. Yet, despite years of training, cooperation and technological

advancements, communications interoperability likely would be the biggest challenge for a

Joint Command-and-Control (JCC) ship, like the Blue Ridge, in a major regional

contingency.



CHAPTER III

Comparison: Korean War and Desert Storm

Although they happened decades apart in different pars of the world, the

Korean war and the Persian Gulf war still share several similarities, which, with the benefit

of historical hindsight, are easier to recognize and explore. For instance, each of these

conflicts was an aggressive and immediate action that both surprised U.S. leadership and

occurred while U.S. military forces were being reduced following the end of two major
wars--World War II and the Cold War, respectively.

One can only speculate about the consequences if Saddam Hussein had not

invaded Kuwait in 1990, but had waited two or three years later. Would we have been able

to protect national interests in the region given smaller U.S. forces? Would our forces have

been trained and equipped? Would adequate strategic lift have been available? Fortuniatey

for the United States, Iraq invaded Kuwait prior to our militarys sustaining major

cutbacks, and the United States was able to mass an effective coalition of forces to push

Iraq out of Kuwait.

Despite the relative stability of Korea today, which is debatable, the United

States was not as prepared in June of 1950 to counter Kim II Sung's communist advance

down the peninsula. Five years had elapsed since the end of World War I1 and U.S. Armed

Forces were severely reduced. Moreover, the various services were fighting among

themselves over missions, roles and defense dollars. This rivalry was especially heated

between the Air Force and the Navy as each competed for superiority of the air. As was the

case prior to the Persian Gulf war, strange fortune threw our armed forces into the Korean

conflict that would resurrect U.S. forces from post World War II defense cutbacks. The

two conflicts are different in many respects including geography, terrain, climate, enemy

13
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capabilities and conviction. However, there are several elements that, studied in the context

of these two wars. may provide valuable lessons for conducting joint air operations in the

next potential conflict.

The KorenWar

Korea was an important experience for naval aviation, since both the future

employment of carrier forces and the Navy's future acquisition strategy were affected by

the Korean war. The war was also an important lesson for the Air Force. Prior to the

north's invasion southward, Air Force doctrine and strte-y had shaped itself around

strategic nuclear systems and capabilities. The Far East Air Force (FEAF). located in

Japan, had conducted very little Close Air Support (CAS) training with the U.S. Eighth

Army stationed in Korea because CAS missions were not viewed by the Air Force as an

effective means of utilizing air power against the enemy." Additionally, the North Koreans

had overrun the South Korean airbases forcing Air Force aircraft to fly missions from

Japan. Maneuverability and mobility of the aircraft carriers allowed naval air power to reach

most targets in Korea and to respond more quickly to CAS requests.

The overiding problem for U.S. forces at the outset of the war was the lack of

an effective joint command structure. The Far East Command (FEC) of General

MacArthur was pinmarily an Army staff headquarters, which lacked significant

representation of the Navy and Air Force." This ineffective command structure hindered

communication and coordination of the joint forces to the point that CAS requests by the

Eighth Army were severely delayed and the Air Force's ability to r-,spond rapidly to

emergency CAS was never established in Korea. likewise, naval units' limited

communication capabilities made command and cordination difficult with the FEAF.

The issue of controlling naval air resources concerned inadequate

communications, however the greater concern was the FEAF's insistence on unifying

2 RoWer F. Ksopf, "The U.S. Air Form In Korea,"ir e &IL• 4, no. 1 (Sprig 1990): 32-33;
mad Ricbed P. Hliliom The Naval Air WAr in Korm (Baltimore Md.: Nautical aid Aviation PublishinS
Compmy of Amrica. 1966 Both sahotr provide = in-depth malysis conceing the services' views of
domn sr apa.

Wiflium W Moayer. A(ower in T Win. hington. D.C.: Governnmet Printing Office.
19Ms).5-
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command of all theater ar power under its command. Possibly, the problem of operational

control (OP"ON) of air assets had its beginnings at this juncture. The Navy not only

supported ground forces in Korea. but was responsible for sea control, the sea lines of

communicatio.z, fleet defense, and defense of Formosa.2" The FEAF believed that

coordination of carrier based air and FEAF air operations over Korea needed to be

operationally ontaruled by FEAF to get tL- most out of the total air assets. Naval air

never relinquished OPCON of its air assets, but both sides agreed to coordinate (deconflict)

their efforts. Naval air was given an Area of Responsibility (AOR) for supporting ground

forces along the Korean east coast. Pant of the problem in coordinating efforts was the

incompatible communication systems used by the two services. Problems that hindered the

effective use of air power in the Korean war, however, lend themselves to interpretation for

future wars. The first lesson learned is that a joint command structure must be established

and properly organized. Second, the key tojointness is for officers to understand the

application of air power, naval, space, and land warfare." The Korean war provides an

important example of integrating air interdiction efforts into the overaJI campaign. The

"cause and effect" understanding that ajoint officer must have is:

... air interdiction and ground maneuver inust be synchronized so that each
complements and reitforces the other. Synchronization is important because it
can create a dilemma for the enemy that has no satisfactory answer. His dilemma
is this: if he attempts to counter ground maneuver by moving rapidly, he exposes
himself to unacceptable losses from air interdiction; yet if ne employs measures
that are effective at reducing losses caused by air interdiction, he cannot
maneuver fast enough to counter the ground component of the campaign. Thus,
regardless of action the enemy chooses to take, he faces defeat."

Despite the obvious disunity of effort during the Korean war and a wealth of experience to

improve upon, it has taken the U.S. military 40 years to approach the concept of unity of

effort in the air.

"&Wp, 37.
Mlbid.. 43.

"ihic T. Bigh., "OnmWd Mwauu md Air Intdi"eion in the Openrdai AWt,"
(Much 1969): 16-31.
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Iraq's invasion into Kuwait on 2 August 1990 provided the U.S. Forces an

opportunity to demonstrate to the wiord the awesome power that United States

tecnological superiority, precision weapons and, most importantly, trained, equipped and

motivated professionals could bring to bear on an aggressor. A great deal has been

reported and written about the "Air Campaign" and how it was largest and most successful

air operation in our history.

However. lessons from the Gulf war should bear in mind its uniqueness.

Future circumstances will never be exactly the same. "The region itself was perfectly

adapted to the application of air power. Unlike in Korea, the enemy had few places to hide.

Communication and logistics lines were visible and easily targetable. Moreover, coalition

forces faced an enemy that was inept in almost every aspect of wirfare beyond intimidating

a civilian population.3 The initial air effort easily destroyed the Iraqi air defenses and

command centers which the deser. terrain was unable to conceal. Furthermore, the JFACC

staff had five months to provide for planning and sustainment of the air operation.

Unlike the Korean war, U.S. leadership had effectively organized a joint

command structure, with c,'/ar command lines and guidance as to what was expected of the

joint command structure. The 1986 Goldwater-Nichols Defense Departme,'t

Reorganization Act provided that guidance. The unified chain of command allowed and

provided the JFC the authority to assign a JFACC making it possible to integrate the air

ef1rt. The ability to deternine the command relationships quickly and early-on enabled

U.S. leadership and the military to hold the initiative throughout the Gulf war. The U.S.

could decide when, where, and how the campaign would begin.

The Gulf war was "nearly a textbook application of U.S. Air Force doctrine,

with the other services playing important supporting but not starring roles.' " Despite this

asertion, the question that will need to be answered for the next conflict is: Can airpower

- m.a A. Wimfdd ned Dosa .Lchaomw JUnn Air Ouerationa: Pwst of Unity in Commaod and
, R.J11:119 ., (Anqmptiu, Md.: Naval Imatmuse Pmi, 1993),9.

3mJaim W. Cam. ".Amm N=uWbe One,' AirFcMing- October 1991.26.31.
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exert the same leverage in future conflicts of a very different nature?' in the Gulf war,

temain favored the use of air power. Mountainous terrain or highly populated areas would

not be as easy for air operations as the desert. Again, we need to be careful to understand

the limit of our successes and where they may not achieve the same results. This

possibility exists for Korea today.

The JFACC staff in Riyadh was primarily an Air Force staff." It was joint only

to the extent of liaison and coalition officers assigned to it on a temporary basis. The

JFACC utilized his existing component staff to fulfill many of the JFACC staff

responsibilities. Several complaints about the lack of sister service integration are for the

most part correct, but the services were slow to fill liaison positions with enough senior

and qualified personnel to make an impact on the staff. The Navy provided the JFACC

staff only a small number of action officers to help plan and control joint air operations.

Although the Air Force component staff numbered approximately 3000, only about 40

naval officers worked on the JFACC staff." The importance of integrating all component

services into a joint staff provides:

... the necessary balance against any parochialism on the part of the commander,
senior members of the staff, and individuals supporting commanders. But even
more important, it ensures that the JFACC is presented with a broad range of
views and expertise as he arrives at and executes his decisions."

A significant problem for the naval units at sea was difficult and ineffective

communications with the joint command structure in Riyadh. As mentioned earlier, the

carriers were unable to receive the ATO from the JFACC via CAFMS due to the lack of

SHIF capabilities aboard the ships." But more than connectivity was at issue. Prior to

"W•nW'edd aid JoL•mso, 110.

D Dwisht L Motz, "JFACC-: The Joint Air Control 'Cold War' Continues ... ," Marine Corms Gazette

77. am 1. (Januay 1993): 6.
0 FNera an odwsi, 26.

"1Wamadeld amd Johnson, 13S.
"1$e 0. Bien, "Frm the Strike Cell," United Ste Naval Institute Proceedines 117 no. 6 (June

1991): 59 "Te JFACC air tading order (ATO) proved effective in maaging 3000 daily sorties flown by
comaliti air fore durmig Desert Storm, but the 48-how ATO cycle did not permit rapid response to mobile
Ure. Ina m or dynamic warl only ared stad ATO cycle-waich alet pl to be almost physicadly
impin aile. oer Ooenly riduce a aircraft stleding strip o airbne lt wio be required."
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DESERT STORM, naval air units had limited training in joint air operations and were not

familiar with the air tasking cycle, In the past, naval units had operated in combined

exercises, such as TEAM SPIRIT, but unity of effort was limited to deconflicting air events

betweer the services. Very little emphasis and importance was placed on coordination

between Navy and Air Force staffs, focusing attention on unit level training instead.

Primaily, the Navy was unaccustomed to joint operations. A joint air operation

was not the focus of its planning, training, or its command and control system. Naval

doctrine still adhered to its Maritime strategy: operating at sea against the Soviet naval

threat. Naval leadership subordinated its component command and advisory

respnsibilities within the joint force organization to fleet operational responsibilities. "The

Navy's lack of foresight to immediately augment the JFACC with a major staff of senior

and experienced personnel laid the foundation for the lack of integration in both the

planning and execution phases el" the campaign.'

Despite the overall successes of joint air operations during DESERT STORM,

the Navy recognized it had to improve connectivity problems and, most importantly,

prepare and train its personnel to operate jointly. Scveral characteristics of joint air

operations are likely to be repeated in future conflicts. Toint control of air operations under

a JFACC will be required. More emphasis will be made on stealth tezhnology,

improvements to precision-guided munitions and long-range cruise missiles, and

surveillance systems to provide commanders with required intelligence. However,

Lobdell's assessment is right on the mark in regard to where the Navy needs to improve:

Future combat operations will be fought within the JFC structure. The Navy
must train to operate to support this structure. A program to improve joint
operability must directly address lessons learned from DESERT STORM. These
would include 1) Joint academic training at the operational level.
2) Interoperability of communications and battle management systems.
3) Development of a joint planning, allocation and tasking (ATO) system for air

operations.

4) The staffing of joint billet assignments with the Navy's best personnel.'

s John D. Lobdell. "•e U.S. Navy and the JFACC Coecepe"aaL.at ColLem Operations
Depmmenm, NWC 3156,7.

* Ibid., 16.



CHAPTE IV

Recent Joint Exercises

Since cessation of DESERT STORM combat operations, several joint exercises

have been conducted in an effort to improve several areas of JFACC command and

coordination. OCEAN VENTURE '92 and '93, and TANDEM THRUST '92 and '93"

are some of the more recent examples of the Navy's improvements in the joint arena. In

each exercise, special emphasis was placed on integrating the JFACC staff and utilizing

improved connectivity to command and control systems to disseminate the ATO.
Joint Staff Integration

The assignment of key staff billets was a noted interservice deficiency. OCEAN

VENTURE '92 attempted to integrate better its JFACC staff during the exercise. The

commanding general of the Twelfth Air Force (12AF) was the JFACC. His staff included

componet augmentees and liaison officers, but was numerically dominated by Air Force

officers. Additionally, the JFACC staff and air component were one and the same.' Naval

planners still were reluctant to make personnel available to staff key billets on the JFACC

staff. Most of the naval interaction with the JFACC was via the JTCB. Senior naval

personnel were included as members of this board, where campaign objectives and

"apportionm-.nt of air assets were recommended for change. Often, the JTCB acted more

like an agent of the components than of the JFC dub to the services' tendencies to

compartmentalize their own requirements and, thus, tended to match missions to

accomplish specific objectives.1

19

"TANDEM THRUST '93 wn conducsed in Augmt 1993. Seventh Redt, aboard USS Blue Ridge.
wu muiaged n the JFC for the exerie. To datW dails and lemos learned have not bee pbse

P Pea P. INa and othen. The Navy Ud tde o A. Making Tian Wogk Tonete" Akmeua. Va.:
Cnte for Naval Anadysis. 1993.34. CNR 202.

Fa. I35
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TANDEM THRUST '92 saw improvements toward JFACC staff integration.

Unlike OCEAN VENTURE '92, the JFACC and JTCB remained afloat with the JFC. The

core element of the JFACC staff comprised the Eleventh Air Force's Tactical Air Command

Center (TACC). However, service integration was more evenly distributed among the

participating services and key billets were held by the augmentees." During the exercise,

the JFCB effectively translated the JFC's campaign objectives into apportionment and

targeting guidance, which the JFACC used to allocate sorties for strike missions. Overall,

TANDEM THRUST '92 provided division of responsibility among the JFC, JTCB, the

components and the JFACC."

OCEAN VENTURE '93 greatly expanded upon the lessons learned in previous

joint exercises. Aided by vastly improved C41 capabilities, the USS Mount Whitney

(LCC-20) operated as a JCC providing requisite space to host the JFC, JFACC, and

several critical coordination cells, operational and intelligence centers.' More importantly,

OCEAN VENTURE '93 established a truly joint force structure contained aboard the JCC.

Second Fleet served as the JFC and the JFACC was Commander, Carrier Group Six

(COMCARGRU SIX). The Deputy JFC and JTCB chairman was an Army major general,

embarked, and the Deputy JFACC was an Air Force colonel.'" The integrated joint

structure also extended to other key billets on the JFACC staff. The advantages of co-

locating several commanders together had a "synergistic effect through the dynamic and

personal 'eye-to-eye' interplay on the JTCB, thus allowing early or preemptive conflict

resolution and providing clear guidance for producing the Joint Integrated Prioritized Target

List. (JITPL)" This would support a change since DESERT STORM in Navy attitude

"Perla. 37
"Id., 40. The JFC delineated the campaign plan and guided what role air power would play. The

JT1CB provided direction for the camponents and JFACC, but refrained from telling them how to do it. The
nomnpomts worked hand to offer as many excms sorties that were available, instead of 'padding' their need

for dirca support smoies. The JFACC made sure that the overall air effort was synchronized with the JFC's
thmor objectives.

' * Robert D. Clourley, "rune For A Joint Ship," United States Naval Institute Proceedin•s 120, no. 1
(Jam/y 1994): 59.

'7 Floyd D. Kennedy. "Commanding A Joint Air Campaign.-Fron a Ship?" United States Naval
Institute fta ina. 119, no. 8 ( August 1993), 34.

"Joint Staff. J7. CDR Muiner, "FrX OCEAN VENTURE '93", JULLS file no. 60133-86986
(Jamnary 1994). a Joint Staff After Action Report.
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and the importance placed on allowing Naval commanders and components to co-locate

with the joint structure if it were ashore. Advanced technology and rven improvements in

connectivity cannot take the place of being able to interface directly with one anoher.

Given the successes of OCEAN VENTURE '93. the Navy must not relax its

initiative to improve JFACC staff integration and training of assigned personnel. The

problem of deciding how to man a JFACC staff effectively is still in question. A means for

providing a nucleus of trained experts to perform JFACC duties is still lacking. During

OCEAN VENTURE '93, the afloat JFACC was staffed by personnel "pulled" from other

commands.' "The creation of a standing JFACC staff is probably not justified, although a

cadre organization could be formed. Each service could be required to designate building-

block elements to staff a JFACC headquarters, and this capability could be exercised I
perodically.'•

Interoaerability and the ATO

The greatest naval improvements to the joint air planning process has involved

substantial efforts and funding to upgrade and modernize naval communications. The

essential link between assignment of air assets and their tasking is the ATO document.

Much consternation on the Navy's part centered around transmitting and receiving the ATO.

The most difficult, iroblem the Navy faced with the ATO was iWs delivery and acceptance

via existing connectivity paths. As a result, strike planners received the ATO only a few

hours prior to its execution, limiting thorough mission planning. Many of the

communication problems experienced during DESERT STORM are being fixed.

Improvements are still being made throughout the Navy so that many of the critical

command ships can communicate effectively within a joint structure.

CIAPS, which replaced the CAFMS, has enabled the Navy to receive the

voluminous A7.)i from the JFACC in a timely manner. However its introduction to the fleet

was not well planned. As with CAFMS, CLTAPS is transmitted via SHF circuits and the

Joint Staff, Cdr James, "JFACC Afloat Cadre of Experts." JULLS file no. 52636-10137 (January
1994). a Joint Staff After Action R aporL

" W'maddd.131
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ships were only able to receive, as a"remote" termir,,, information via CTAPS.1'

Normally, command ships and cariers have only two incoming SHF circuits and several

communication requirements compete for the limited connectivity. Additionally, the data

rate required to operate CTAPS is immense. Currently, CTAPS standards are modem and

suitable for interoperability. During OCEAN VENTURE '92 CTAPS functions were

limited by software. However the exercise demonstrated communications connectivity

between the Mount Whitney, components, and Air Force Wing Operation Centers

(WOCs).V)

Fortunately these interoperability problems are being addressed now, as is the

capability to "host" CTAPS as an afloat JFACC. OCEAN VENTURE '93 demonstrated

the LCC's atility to host CTAPS as the afloat JFACC.' While the Navy gains the

capability to further exploit CTAPS use, it also must emphasize training for personnel not

only to operate it, but, as importantly, to maintain the equipment. Since CTAPS was

oaveloped and fielded by the Air Force, the Navy has relied on Air Force personnel to

install and maintain the equipment. Unforeseen contigencies require the Navy to support

manning and training of personnel to effectively use CTAPS.5 '

The issue is not whether the ATO is useful but rather how it can be improved.

Experience points to the need for an interactive planning and information dissemination

system that can meet timelines imposed by modem warfare. The Navy should continue to

fund and pursue automated information systems that are capable of exchanging information

among all elements of a joint force. The need for interoperability cannot be overstated.

"U.S. Department of the Air Force, Deputy Chief ut Staff. Plans and Operations Headquarters,
1A i mr Washington, D.C.: August, 1992,36.

SIbid., 37.
"Joint Staff, CDR James, 'ICC Optimum Ship 7o Host Afloat JFACC," AUS file no. 52648-

I= (Januay 1994), A Joint Staff After Action Report.
"C. R. Rondestvedt, "Putting the JFACC to the Test," United States Naval Institute Procedines

120, no.1 (Jammy 1994) 60.61. Captain Rondestvedt provides a good post exercise perspective as for the
need of a JFACC training program. Personal expenence with CrAPS demonstrates this point. The Navy
irust riedded CTAPS aboard the USS Independence (CV-62) at the outset of SOUTHEN WATCH. CRAPS

was ctill a developmental Air Fw .. system not fully ready. Operational urgency placed CTAPS in the
Southwest Asia Command (CTIF SWA) and abord the comin Training and support was not provided to
the camier. despite repeated requests to ClIP SWA. From CRAPS installment to the carrier's departum from
the AOR, (20 August-15 September 1992) the ship never received a single ATO via CTAPS. Standard naval
messages and air cornier service were the means with which the the battle group received the ATO.
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CHAPTER V

Conclusions and Recommendations

The valuable insight and lessons learned that we are able to gather from past

experiences need to be consciously applied to future exercises and possible military

contingencies that U.S. forces might become involved in. Air power theory, service

prejudices, and joint doctrine have been sufficiently analyzed. The task for joint officers is

to fully comprehend and understand joint doctrine as it applies to operational wafighting.

The JFACC staff officer should not have to concern himself with service prejudice, he is

too preoccupied with planning and coordinating missions for air unity of effort.

Lessons of coordinated, not joint, operations from the Korean war still remain

valid. Command and control, as well as connectivity support, will be critical should the

United States find itself engaged in another Korean conflict. Reliable C41 is critical to the

JFACC's mission. Joint doctrine does not adequately address procedures for moving the

JFACC staff from ashore to an afloat JCC. The Navy should take the lead oni this issue

and test the movement of tht: JFACC headquarters during a joint or combined exercise.

In DESERT STORM, naval air forces were initially unprepared to participate in a

large-scale joint air operation. Fortunately a cooperative and militarily inept Iraqi regime

allowed naval forces time to gain the experience need to be a team player in the air war.

Because of vivid lessons learned from the Persian Gulf war, naval leadership recognized

areas of weakness and has embarked on an aggressive program to right its ship.

The fleet exercises have demonstrated a great deal of progress on the Navy's

part. OCEAN VENTURE and TANDEM THRUST exercises have patiently and

deliberately brought the JFACC afloat concept to the point where it provides the joint

23
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commander flexibility, and adaptive C41 systems are being provided to ships that may

embark a JFC or JFACC.

The Navy needs to expand its operational exercises to include larger combined

exercises, such as TEAM SPIRIT." Practicing the transfer of JFACC duties from a shore

facility to an afloat JCC ship could be worked into the exercise. This type of exercise,

combined with an amphibious assault, would surely test the joint command infrastructure.

In summary, naval leadership and naval air forces should direct efforts to:

1) Estblish an education and training curriculum similar to the Air Force model that will

provide the necessary "cadre of experts" when there is a need for manning a JFACC staff.

2) Stress complete integration of the JFACC staff to ensure it is truly joinL

3) Continue to install and accelerate C41 improvements aboard command ships, carriers and

amphibious command ships.

4) Continue to schedule joint and combined exercises to train and familiarize more officers

in joint air operations. Current naval air schrtuling procedures should incorporate the joint

planning process and automated planning t:ols for every day use.

Jobs H. O 'u". C!m Wa. United States Naval Institute Proceedine, 119. no.8 (August
1993), 33.36. ITGEN C A bi ,SA.. meidn iVwides a good accouat o OCEAN VENTURE 93. Mome
iWu awmy his oswau a rv. wide isight a- to where the Navy needs to continue evaluating JFACC.
Having p Hilpued e TEAM SVIqfJ'93,1 can aprecuiate the need for impoved jointness in the Korean
denml
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